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Abstract

Despite the fundamental role of experimental protein structure determination,

computational methods are of essential importance to bridge the ever growing

gap between available protein sequence and structure data. Common structure

prediction methods rely on experimental data, which is not available for about

half of the known protein families.

Recent advancements in amino-acid contact prediction have revolution-

ized the field of protein structure prediction. Contacts can be used to guide

template-free structure predictions that do not rely on experimentally solved

structures of homologous proteins. Such methods are now able to produce

accurate models for a wide range of protein families.

We developed PconsC2, an approach that improved existing contact pre-

diction methods by recognizing intra-molecular contact patterns and noise re-

duction. An inherent problem of contact prediction based on maximum en-

tropy models is that large alignments with over 1000 effective sequences are

needed to infer contacts accurately. These are however not available for more

than 80% of all protein families that do not have a representative structure in

PDB. With PconsC3, we could extend the applicability of contact prediction

to families as small as 100 effective sequences by combining global inference

methods with machine learning based on local pairwise measures.

By introducing PconsFold, a pipeline for contact-based structure predic-

tion, we could show that improvements in contact prediction accuracy trans-

late to more accurate models. Finally, we applied a similar technique to Pfam,

a comprehensive database of known protein families. In addition to using a

faster folding protocol we employed model quality assessment methods, cru-

cial for estimating the confidence in the accuracy of predicted models. We

propose models to be accurate for 558 families that do not have a representa-

tive known structure. Out of those, over 75% have not been reported before.
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Protein structures and molecules have been rendered in PyMOL[1].
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Figure 1.2: Number of protein sequences deposited in UniProt (red) compared

to the number of structures deposited in PDB (green). In 1996 TrEMBL was

introduced and since 2015 redundancy on a proteome level is removed from every

UniProt release.

Data Bank (PDB) [4], Fig. 1.2. However, it is often crucial for understanding

the function of a protein to know its structure. Computational methods aim at

bridging this gap and to provide structural information for proteins where there

are no experimental structures available. One way to achieve that is to use

known structures of proteins with a similar sequence and then model the pro-

tein of interest according to such template structures, see 3.3.2. This is possible

because protein structures are more stable during evolution than sequences [5].

A mutation in the genome might lead to a change in the amino-acid sequence,

but the structure is not necessarily disrupted by a single mutation. Structural

changes thus happen on a slower timescale than changes in the sequence [6].

In many cases this template-based approach is however not applicable due to

the lack of known structures for similar proteins.

In this more difficult template-free setting, efficient sampling is needed to

find native-like structures in the immense amount of possible structural confor-

mations of a protein chain. The most promising techniques utilize predicted

contacts between amino acids, which have become substantially more accu-

rate in recent years, see Chapter 4. It has now become possible to accurately
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model structures, even if there is no template available, for a variety of differ-

ent targets [7–12]. The work in this thesis considers both steps, contact and

structure prediction. Improved methods for amino-acid contact prediction are

introduced in Paper I and II. Paper III reports how to predict protein structures

based on such contacts and shows that improvements in contact predictions

lead to more accurate predicted structural models. Finally, Paper IV applies

a similar approach to a comprehensive database of known protein families to

shed light on previously unknown protein structures and shows the scope of

applicability of modern contact and structure prediction methods.

After supplying the reader with necessary biological and theoretical back-

ground information in Chapters 2 and 3, this thesis provides an overview of

amino-acid contact prediction in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 highlights the most im-

portant methods and techniques for using such contacts in protein structure

prediction. The work constituting this thesis is summarized in Chapter 6. The

last chapter concludes the work and provides an outlook into possible future

directions of the field.
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single domain whereas others are built up of multiple domains connected by

more flexible loops that serve as linkers. Multi-domain proteins are to be dis-

tinguished from proteins with a quaternary structure, because they still consist

of only a single chain of amino acids, thus only possess a tertiary structure.

There are also proteins with long stretches of residues that do not form

any fixed type of secondary and tertiary structure. Such proteins are referred

to as intrinsically disordered proteins. It has been shown that these disor-

dered regions often play key roles in interactions to other proteins and some

disordered proteins have a large number of partners rendering them important

hubs in protein-protein interaction networks. It is assumed that highly inter-

active regions are required to be flexible in order to fit to the different shapes

of possible interaction partners [14]. Furthermore, it was observed that upon

interaction some disordered proteins become ordered and temporarily assume

a certain tertiary structure, whereas others remain disordered throughout their

lifetime [15].

2.1.1 Protein folding

Anfinsen showed experimentally that given an environment, such as the aque-

ous solution in a living cell at a certain temperature, the structure of a protein is

determined by its sequence alone [16]. A protein has a unique native structure

which is stable against small changes in its environment as well as kinetically

accessible from the unfolded state. This native structure represents the con-

formation with minimal free energy given the environment. The process of a

protein reaching its tertiary structure is referred to as folding. Often the chain

already starts to fold co-translationally, while it is translated from mRNA at

the ribosome [17]. Disordered proteins and proteins that fold into stable con-

formations different from their native structure are exceptions to Anfinsen’s

dogma. The latter of which may induce formation of amyloids, highly stable

repeating structural elements that aggregate in the cell and cause various severe

diseases [18]. Another exception are proteins that need helper proteins, chap-

erones, in order to guide the folding process into the correct native structure

and prevent aggregation [19].

The observation that folding happens spontaneously and relatively quickly

in a scale of milliseconds to seconds has led to the formulation of Levinthal’s
paradoxon [20]: Given the fact that the number of possible conformations of

an amino-acid chain is enormous and that it would take more time than the

universe existed to explore that conformational space for even a short chain

of 100 amino acids, how can proteins in living organisms fold in such short

time? A solution for this paradox implies that conformational search of an un-

folded protein towards its native structure does not happen randomly, but rather
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any type of molecular crystal and is not only applied to biomolecules, but

also, for example, to study the structure and properties of polymers in material

science. In the scope of this thesis X-ray crystallography will be described in

terms of its application to proteins.

The first step is to obtain the protein of interest as pure as possible and at a

high concentration. Only then protein molecules can arrange in a regular grid

when the water molecules around it are evaporated. The resulting crystal must

be large enough and of high regularity to be useful for structure determination.

Producing the target protein at an appropriate level and purity poses the main

difficulty of X-ray crystallography and limits its application to proteins that

form suitable crystals [26]. The next step is to position the crystal into a beam

of X-rays and to record the resulting diffraction pattern originating from the

X-rays being reflected of the atoms in the crystal. The crystal is rotated step

wise in order to obtain a diffraction signal from multiple angles. These two di-

mensional images of the diffraction pattern need to be Fourier transformed to

obtain a three dimensional map electron densities for the atoms of the protein.

The problem in this step is that the recorded images only contain informa-

tion about the intensity of the reflected X-rays, but not of their phase (phase

problem). However, information about the phase is necessary to perform the

Fourier transform. Solutions to this problem are, for example, to use a known

structure of a similar protein and obtain an initial estimate of the phases from

it (molecular replacement) [27]. The atoms of the target protein are then fitted

into the electron density map, resulting in a model of the three dimensional

structure of the protein. This process can be iteratively refined when using

the current model to obtain phases which can then again be used to generate

a new electron density map. Problems occur when there are flexible regions

in the protein that are not regular in the crystal. The electron density map for

such regions becomes less defined and therefore it becomes more difficult to

unambiguously place all atoms into it. In general the regularity and size of the

crystal affects the quality of the resulting density map. Quality is measured

in resolution, which is the minimal distance between two atoms before their

individual electron densities become indistinguishable from each other.

Many proteins are very flexible and do not form crystals of suitable quality

for X-ray crystallography. Furthermore, one might want to study this flexibil-

ity and observe an ensemble of possible conformations instead of the single

snapshot given by a crystal structure. A method applicable in this case is nu-

clear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. NMR is widely applied to

study small molecules, but the larger the molecules become the more difficult

it gets to interpret the collected data [28]. Therefore, mostly smaller proteins

are studied by NMR. The protein of interest is put in solution in a small glass

tube, which is then placed into the instrument. A strong magnetic field and
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specific radio frequency signals are used to measure the absorption patterns of

the sample. Depending on the signal, different types of atoms can be observed

and the absorptions give rise to the local environment of each atom. The result-

ing spectra are then interpreted with a mixture of manual and computational

methods to deduce the three dimensional structure of the sample. The spectra

become more complex and signals from individual atoms overlap more with

increasing number of atoms in the sample. Adding to that difficulty is the fact

that the signal becomes less sensitive in larger molecules because of a faster re-

laxation of the nucleic spin [29]. Therefore, multiple experiments that measure

various properties of different atom types are necessary to solve the structure

of proteins [28]. This also poses limitations of the technology to large proteins

or protein complexes.

Recently, another technique has gained much attention: Cryo-electron mi-

croscopy (cryo-EM) [30]. Here the sample, frozen to liquid nitrogen temper-

atures, is observed with an electron microscope. Electrons passing through

the sample are recorded by a detector and the resulting two-dimensional im-

ages, micrographs, of many individual target specimen is computationally an-

alyzed to generate one three-dimensional density map. Then similar to X-ray

crystallography atoms are fitted into the density map which results in a three

dimensional structure. A vast improvement in detector sensitivity and compu-

tational tools in recent years enabled the determination of structures for large

protein complexes at atomic resolution [31]. Cryo-EM is best suited for large

molecules and complexes, because those are most easily detected on the mi-

crographs standing out more clearly from the background noise. Further dif-

ficulties arise from molecular movement and charging induced by the laser

beam [32]. Even for smaller proteins down to a molecular mass of around

150 kDa atomic resolution, structures have been resolved with cryo-EM re-

cently [33]. The number of structures solved with cryo-EM is growing fast.

Another advantage of the methods is that proteins are observed in their native

environment, since they do not need to be crystallized first.

2.2 Homology and protein families

Homology defines the evolutionary relationship between proteins, genes or

phenotypic features. In the scope of this thesis however homology refers to

homology between proteins. Two proteins that originate from a shared ances-

tral protein are called homologous. If this homology is caused by a speciation

event, where a new species evolves from an ancestral one, these two proteins

are orthologs. If on the other hand a duplication within a species gave rise to

the pair of proteins they are paralogs. After a split event, speciation or duplica-

tion, the sequences evolve independently of each other and thus diverge over
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time. The degree of divergence depends on the amount of time that passed

between the event as well as the mutation rate of that particular sequence. If

there is high evolutionary pressure on the sequence or parts of it, the number of

possible non-deleterious mutations is lower and therefore fewer mutations ac-

cumulate over time. This is referred to as a conserved protein sequence or con-

served part of a sequence. Often loops between secondary structural elements

are less conserved than parts that contain helices or sheets. Short stretches or

single positions of a protein sequence that are important for its function, such

as interfaces to binding partners, can be conserved as well. Those are mostly

found on the surface of the protein, whereas structurally important conserved

positions tend to be located buried in its core [34]. Homologous proteins often

share a certain degree of sequence similarity, have a similar tertiary structure,

and may perform related functions. The other way around, the more similar

two protein sequences are, the more likely it is that they are homologous. An

exception to this general trend is convergent evolution, where just by chance

two proteins of completely unrelated function evolved to have a similar se-

quence [35].

2.3 Biological databases of proteins

UniProt [3] collects amino-acid sequences of proteins. It is divided into a

manually curated part, SwissProt, and the automatically annotated Trembl

database. At the time of writing this thesis (March 2017) there are more than 80

million sequence entries in UniProt. Until 2015 the database has been grow-

ing exponentially to over 90 million entries. However, in 2015 it has been

noted that many sequences originated from redundant proteomes. The UniProt

consortium therefore started to reduce the redundancy of deposited sequences

on a proteome level. This lead to a drop in the database size to 47 million

sequences. Since then UniProt has continued its rapid growth despite this re-

dundancy reduction being part of every new release.

Protein structures determined by experimental methods are deposited in

the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [4]. The most recent release at the time of writing

(March 2017) contains nearly 120,000 protein structures out of which 107,000

are from X-ray crystallography, 10,000 from NMR and 1000 from electron

microscopy. There are an additional 3,000 structures of nucleic acid molecules

and 6,000 structures of protein-DNA complexes.

There are multiple databases organizing and archiving protein domain fam-

ilies. Some are based on structural information, where protein structures from

PDB are clustered by structural similarity and annotated in different hierar-

chies. Examples of structure-based domain databases are Evolutionary Classi-
fication of Protein Domains (ECOD) [36], Structural Classification of Protein
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(SCOP) [37], and CATH [38]. In CATH proteins are hierarchically grouped

into classes of secondary structural content (C), architectures (A), topologies

(T), and homologous superfamilies (H). The class level is the most general

and homologous superfamily the most specific level in this hierarchy. SCOP

uses a similar hierarchy of class, fold, superfamily, family, and species. ECOD

on the other hand uses a different classification scheme with more focus on

evolutionary relationship instead of structural similarity.

The original SCOP database has not been updated since 2009, and although

there is a prototype version of a successor, SCOP2, it has also not been updated

since 2013. Most up-to-date is ECOD, automatically following weekly PDB

releases with a slight delay of about two weeks. CATH is less frequently but

regularly updated as well.

In contrast to family databases based on structural information Pfam is

based on clustering protein domains by sequence similarity [39]. This has

the advantage of increased proteome coverage since many proteins lack an

experimentally determined structure. However, it might also lead to difficulties

in detecting the cases where the sequence of a potential family member has

evolved too far from being identified confidently.
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3. Theoretical background and

methods

3.1 Machine learning

Computational data analysis is essential to revealing and understanding the

vast amount of information stored in biological databases. Machine learning

provides a set of automated methods for finding patterns in such data. Given

a set of datapoints, the goal of machine learning is to find a model that best

describes that data and yields a label for each datapoint [40]. In classification

or clustering problems the labels are categorical, whereas if the labels are real

numbers, the problem is a regression problem. One distinguishes between su-

pervised and unsupervised machine learning methods. In supervised machine

learning (classification and regression), labels are given along with the input

data and the model parameters can be optimized accordingly. The dimensions

of each datapoint are referred to as features. In unsupervised machine learning

on the other hand the labels are not known and the model parameters need to

be adjusted to best represent underlying patterns in the data (clustering). Once

the parameters are optimized to given input data the model can be used to label

novel datapoints from the same underlying distribution as the input data. The

optimization step is often referred to as training or learning and the labeling of

new data is called prediction. In unsupervised learning the actual prediction

step is often omitted since the main focus might be on finding labels, clusters,

for the input data. Clustering methods are thus often used in an exploratory

way whereas regression and classification are predictive methods.

A typical machine learning experiment may consist of the following steps:

1. Data collection and cleaning: This includes finding a set of represen-

tative datapoints to learn from (especially in supervised learning), se-

lecting and engineering features that best describe the data, eventually

normalization of these features.

2. Model selection: Selecting an algorithm and associated model that best

fits the specific problem.

3. Parameter optimization: Learning the parameters of the model from the
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increases diversity of the trees.

3.1.2 Artificial neural networks and deep learning

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are models that consist of many intercon-

nected simple units, artificial neurons. One single neuron with inputs x, weights

w, and an activation function g(u) outputs:

y = g(wT x),

where common functions for g(u) are the sigmoid, tanh, or rectified linear

unit (ReLU) function and the weights are suspect to learning. The input for

one neuron can be either the input data, or the output from other neurons. This

way layers of neurons can be stacked on top of each other, resulting in a feed

forward neural network, where the output of one layer "feeds" into the input

of the next.

A specialization of this architecture is the convolutional neural network

(CNN), which is commonly used in image recognition. The general idea of a

CNN is to consider the context surrounding each input with a receptive field

and thus be able to recognize patterns in the data more efficiently.

Advancements in algorithmic design that enabled the training of very large

ANNs in a parallel fashion, and the rapid growth of available training data have

led to a strong increase in the accuracy of ANNs in many different applications.

Generally, the term deep learning is used to describe machine learning

methods that transform the features of input data through multiple layers of

non-linear processing units [42]. This enables learning abstract feature repre-

sentations. Since ANNs with multiple layers are deep architectures, the term

deep learning is now often used synonymously with neural networks, although

it has a more general meaning.

3.1.3 Performance metrics

Given the prediction of a model and the true answer for each datapoint in a

set, there is a variety of ways to measure prediction performance. In binary

classification problems, nearly all metrics are based on the confusion matrix,

Table 3.1. The positive outcome, true, is usually represented by the integer 1

and the negative outcome, false, by either -1 or 0.

A widely used metric in contact prediction is the positive predictive value

(PPV or precision). It measures the fraction of datapoints correctly identified

to be true among all positive predictions:

PPV =
TP

TP+FP
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Table 3.1: Confusion matrix for binary classification.

Predicted true Predicted false

Actually true True positive (TP) False negative (FN)

Actually false False positive (FP) True negative (TN)

Depending on the use-case, a disadvantage of precision is that it does not take

the negative class into account. Thus a model can have a very high precision

but might miss a lot of actually true datapoints, predicting them to be negative.

This can be measured with true positive rate (TPR) or sensitivity, the fraction

of true predictions among all actually true cases:

TPR =
TP

TP+FN
as well as by the fraction of false predictions among all negative cases with the

true negative rate (TNR) or specificity:

TNR =
TN

TN+FP
The fraction of positive predictions among all negative cases is called the false

positive rate (FPR) and is defined as:

FPR =
FP

TN+FP
= 1−TNR

A more informative metric of prediction performance is to study the rela-

tionship between true and false positive rates for varying the predictors classifi-

cation score threshold. This analysis is called receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) and is usually represented as a plot of these two measures against each

other (ROC plot or ROC curve). The area under the ROC curve (AUC) can be

measured and used to assess performance of a predictor.

Another widely used metric is accuracy (ACC), which measures the frac-

tion of correct predictions among all predictions independent of whether they

are positive or negative:

ACC =
TP+TN

TP+FP+TN+FN
Problems may arise if the classes have very different sizes and one class

is overrepresented in the dataset. A naïve method that always predicts the

overrepresented class will achieve high scores in the above metrics. Balanced

measures have been developed to avoid this problem and to allow for a more

robust comparison between different models. Two of the most common bal-

anced metrics are the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) defined as:
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MCC =
TP ·TN−FP ·FN√

(TP+FP) · (TP+FN) · (TN+FP) · (TN+FN)

and the F1 score as the harmonic mean between PPV and TPR:

F1 = 2 · PPV ·TPR
PPV+TPR

If the classification problem is not binary, but has more than two possible

classes, it is commonly treated as a binary classification of each class against

all the other classes together. Then any of the above measures can be used

with positive meaning belonging to the respective class and negative meaning

belonging to any of the remaining classes. Another way is to calculate the

accuracy among all classes, i.e. the fraction of correct predictions over all

predictions. In secondary structure prediction this metric is often used and

usually named Qn score, where n is the number of classes.

In regression problems the labels are continuous and therefore metrics

based on the confusion matrix can not be used. Predicted labels are instead

compared to the true labels by their correlation, covariance, error, or mutual

information.

The result of a regression can also be used for classification by simply set-

ting a threshold on both the actual and the predicted labels. Then all confusion

matrix based metrics can be applied. This is the case in protein structure pre-

diction for classifying whether predicted structures are accurate or not, based

on continuous scores from model quality assessment.

3.1.4 Cross-validation

Different methods can be applied to estimate the generalizability of a model

to data it has not seen during training. This means measuring prediction per-

formance by some metric on a dataset that is independent of the dataset used

during training. The simplest way to do this is to keep a separate test set with

known labels aside from any parameter optimization and training procedure.

After the model has been fully trained, it can be evaluated on this independent

test set and the performance represents an estimate for how it would perform

in a practical setting.

Often there is only limited data with known labels and it might be crucial

to include all of it during the training process. Cross-validation can help to es-

timate generalization performance of the model in these cases. A subset of the

training data is kept aside for testing, but then this procedure is repeated with

another subset until the model has been tested at least once on every datapoint

in the set. The final estimate is reported as the average performance over all
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iterations. Test data can either be randomly selected at each iteration, or the

dataset can be split into k subsets (k-fold cross-validation). In 5-fold cross-

validation for example the dataset is split into 5 subsets. Then four subsets are

used for training and one for testing. This is repeated five times until the model

has been tested on every subset.

3.2 Sequence alignment and database search

The sequence of a protein can be represented as a string of letters, each repre-

senting one particular amino acid. In order to compare and measure similarity

between different sequences of varying length it is necessary to align them,

maximizing the number of matching positions with respect to a certain scoring

scheme. Gap symbols are used to indicate insertions and deletions. A pair-

wise sequence alignment refers to the alignment of two sequences, whereas a

multiple sequence alignment (MSA) contains more than two sequences. Pair-

wise alignment can be achieved by dynamic programming algorithms such as

Needleman-Wunsch [43] or Smith-Waterman [44]. The idea behind dynamic

programming is to divide the problem into many small subproblems (align one

position in one sequence to another position in the other sequence), find an

optimal solution for each of these subproblems, and then combine the solu-

tions into an optimal solution for the main problem. Dynamic programming is

guaranteed to find the optimal solution with respect to the underlying scoring

scheme.

Multiple sequence alignment can also be done by dynamic programming,

but the computational complexity of the problem quickly becomes intractable

with growing number of sequences. Therefore, heuristic methods are needed

to solve the problem.

Although dynamic programming is reasonably fast for a single comparison

between two sequences, it is too slow for scanning large sequence databases

with this technique. This is however required in many applications, such as

generating and defining protein families, searching for functionally impor-

tant residues, or contact and structure prediction. The Basic Local Alignment

Search Tool (BLAST) [45] has been developed in 1990 to tackle this problem.

BLAST searches for short hits of matching amino acids (matching k-mers) be-

tween the input sequence and every sequence in the database, which can be

done very quickly by first indexing the database accordingly. If a sequence has

enough matching k-mers it is considered further and an alignment to the in-

put sequence is generated by combining the hits into longer aligned stretches.

BLAST then returns all sequences that are found to be significantly similar to

the input sequence. Similarity is measured by scoring the aligned positions

with the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix [46]. This matrix assigns scores to
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pairs of amino acids, based on how likely it is for one amino acid to change to

the other by mutations. The significance of similarity is measured by the Ex-

pect value (E-value), which indicates the number of sequences that are found

with the same similarity score just by chance in a database of the same size as

the queried database.

The sensitivity of database search methods is improved significantly when

the search is not only based on a single sequence but on a sequence profile. A

profile describes the average amino-acid composition at every position of the

input sequence. Position-specific iterated BLAST (PSI-BLAST) [47] is an ex-

tension to the BLAST algorithm that generates a sequence profile based on the

sequences found by BLAST. This profile is then iteratively used to further scan

the database and new hits are included into the profile for the next search iter-

ation. The search terminates either after a fixed number of iterations or when

there are no further sequences to be found, i.e., the profile does not change

from one iteration to the next. In PSI-BLAST the profile is represented as a

position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM), which uses 20 values at each position

to describe the relative frequency of every possible amino acid at that position.

3.2.1 Hidden Markov Model based profiles

A different and more accurate approach to describe sequence profiles is to use

hidden Markov models (HMMs) [48]. HMMs are statistical models to describe

the underlying distribution of a dataset. They are generative and can thus be

used to draw samples from that distribution. An HMM that describes a certain

protein family can be used to generate random sequences that fit the properties

of that family. It can also be used within both regression and classification al-

gorithms as an underlying statistical model of the data. For example to classify

whether or not a given protein sequence belongs to the modeled family.

HMMs are based on Markov chains, stochastic processes that satisfy the

Markov property. The Markov property says that the future state of the process

solely depends on the current state and not on past states. A Markov chain can

be defined as a set of discrete states and directed transitions between these

states, Figure 3.3 (a). Each transition is assigned a probability with which the

state is changed along that transition. All outgoing transition probabilities for

each state must sum up to one. Whenever the process moves along a transition,

the resulting state is printed. This produces an observable sequence of states.

In an HMM the states are hidden from the output, so the actual state tran-

sition can not be observed. However, each state has additional emission proba-

bilities for outputting symbols. So the HMM does not directly output the state

at each transition, but each state emits a symbol, based on its emission proba-

bility distribution, Figure 3.3 (b). This has the advantage that a system can be
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resources to cluster and build the HMM profiles for a sequence database as

large as UniProt.

3.2.2 Measuring family size

The size of an alignment, or a protein family, can be measured by the number

of sequences M in it. Simple unweighted counting however leads to an over-

estimation of the information stored in the alignment [52]. A more useful

approach is to weigh every sequence by the number, bm, of similar sequences

in the same alignment:

bm = |{a ∈ {1, . . . ,M} : id(σ (a)σ (b))≥ x}|,
where similarity between the a-th and b-th aligned sequences σ (a) and σ (b)

can be defined as the percentage of identical positions, given by id. A cutoff x
on this fraction is used that, depending on the study, varies between 75% and

90%. In the scope of this thesis, as well as in all four publications, we use a

90% cutoff on the number of identical positions.

The number of effective sequences Meff is then defined as the sum over all

the sequence weights:

Meff =
M

∑
m=1

1

bm

3.3 Protein structure prediction

To predict the native conformation of a protein, given its sequence alone, is re-

ferred to as the protein folding problem. Solving that problem has been subject

to research since the 1950’s and still remains an active field of research today.

On the way from sequence to structure there are several steps that can be taken

to tackle the problem computationally.

3.3.1 Secondary structure prediction

Given a protein sequence of unknown structure, often one of the first steps

is to predict its secondary structure. This can be defined as a classification

problem where the task is to predict, for each amino acid in the sequence, to

which type of secondary structure it belongs. Most commonly three classes are

used to label the amino acids: helix, extended strand, and loop. There is also

an extension of this classification scheme into eight classes that distinguishes

between different types of helices and loops.
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Prediction performance is evaluated against secondary structure extracted

from PDB structures using DSSP [53] or STRIDE [54]. Depending on which

classification scheme is predicted by the method, either Q3 or Q8 scores are

used. Alternatively, the segment overlap (SOV) score can be used. It calcu-

lates the average overlap of predicted secondary structural elements against

the reference. The most recent iterations of methods, such as PSIPRED [55]

or Jpred [56], produce Q3 scores around 80-82%. Since the ends of secondary

structural elements are flexible and thus not clearly defined, it is assumed that

a perfect prediction is already achieved with less than 100% accuracy [57].

In addition to secondary structure prediction, other features of the primary

structure of a protein can be accurately predicted. For example, it can be pre-

dicted whether some parts of a protein are inserted into a membrane (mem-

brane topology prediction) or if there are stretches of unstructured residues

(disorder prediction).

3.3.2 Template-based tertiary structure prediction

The idea behind template-based tertiary structure prediction is that the struc-

ture of proteins is evolutionary more conserved than their sequence [6]. Two

proteins with roughly the same structure can have quite diverging sequences

and the likelihood of the structures belonging to the same fold depends on the

similarity of the sequences.

Homology modeling is one method for template-based structure prediction,

Figure 3.4. The first step is to identify possible template structures, experimen-

tally solved structures that are assumed to be homologous to the input sequence

(target). This can be done on a sequence level by searching the PDB database

with the input sequence. HMM-based methods, such as HHsearch [58], have

proven to be most sensitive and reliable for this task. When a template struc-

ture can be identified, the sequence alignment is used to align the input se-

quence to the template structure. One of the most common programs for this

task is Modeller [59]. The quality of the predicted structure depends strongly

on the quality of the alignment and the sequence similarity between the two

sequences. For example regions with long insertions in the target sequence,

gaps in the template, remain difficult to model and are often of poor quality.

Considering predicted secondary structure in the alignment process can help to

improve the alignment and lead to more accurate models. Multiple templates

that cover different regions of the input sequence can be used to increase the

structural coverage and thus enable more accurate modeling.
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proteins that fold rapidly [63]. There are coarse grained approaches that do

not consider single atoms, but collapse them into representative points for each

residue [64]. This has the advantage of drastically speeding up simulations by

smoothing the energy landscape. It allows for much longer timescales and

larger proteins, but the resulting models are not as accurate. Furthermore,

and this is a problem for both fine and coarse-grained simulations, there can

be many local minima in the energy landscape that increase folding time of

many proteins. Some proteins reach intermediate meta-stable conformations

and need the help of chaperone proteins to fold into their native structure. This

far exceeds the timescales and system sizes of what is computationally feasible

today. Another problem with physics-based simulations for structure predic-

tion is that force-fields, currently used to calculate the energies during the sim-

ulation, might not be accurate enough to correctly identify the native structure

of a protein [63].

There has been recent developments in using a large number of very short

simulations starting from varying conformations to construct a Markov state

model [61]. This model can then be used to infer dynamics on much longer

timescales and it has been shown that this technique can be used to success-

fully fold small proteins with much less computational resources than what

would be needed to fully simulate the whole folding process. Furthermore,

this approach is very well suited for trivial parallelization since all these short

simulations are independent of each other.

3.3.4 Comparing tertiary structures

To benchmark structure prediction methods, a comparison between the pre-

dicted structural model with the known native structure of the same protein

is necessary. There are two different ways of measuring the similarity be-

tween two structures: superposition dependent and superposition independent

comparison. A superposition between two protein structures with aligned or

equal sequences is carried out by translating and rotating all atom positions of

one structure, such that the squared distance between pairs of corresponding

amino acids is minimized. Superposition is not to be confused with structural

alignment, which does not require the sequences to be aligned. Superposi-

tion independent methods, on the other hand, use local measures, for exam-

ple residue-residue contact area difference [65] or local distance difference

tests [66]. These methods are more robust towards domain rearrangement and

are suitable for assessing the interfaces between domains.

The most widely used superposition-based metric is the root mean square

deviation (RMSD) between corresponding atom positions of two structures:
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RMSD =

√
1

L

L

∑
i=1

d2
i ,

with L being the number of atoms to compare and d the distance between the

i-th pair of corresponding atoms. The RMSD can be calculated for all atoms

present in the structures, or for any subset of atoms per amino acid depending

on the focus of comparison. All atom RMSD is used when highly similar

structures are compared since the more flexible sidechains are included, but

it becomes very noisy for less similar structures. Then the main focus is on

comparing the atoms of the backbone trace or even only Cα atoms.

The main issue with RMSD is that it is highly dependent on the length

of the protein, which renders comparisons over multiple proteins of different

lengths difficult. To overcome this problem, a range of more robust metrics

has been developed. TM-score [67] is one of them and, although it is not

free of drawbacks, it is widely used because of its well studied interpretability.

TM-score is defined as:

TM-score = max

⎡
⎢⎣ 1

Ltarget

Laligned

∑
i

1

1+
(

di
d0(Ltarget)

)2

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

with Ltarget as the length of the target protein and Laligned the length of the

aligned amino acids, di the distance between a pair of corresponding amino

acids at position i and d0(Ltarget) = 1.24 3
√

Ltarget−15−1.8. The function max

represents the maximum value after superimposing the two structures. It has

been shown that a TM-score higher than 0.5 corresponds to a high probability

of the two compared structures sharing the same fold [68]. TM-scores below

0.4, on the other hand, indicate that the two structures are unlikely to be related.

A TM-score around 0.2 corresponds to the similarity between two random

structures.

3.3.5 Model quality assessment

In structure prediction, especially template-free approaches, often many mod-

els are generated for one target protein. The goal of model quality assessment

is to estimate the quality of each model in order to pick the most accurate one,

as well as to estimate the reliability of the model. Protein structure prediction

without estimating the quality of the resulting model would be of little use in

practice when the true native structure is not known. Modern methods do not

only estimate the accuracy of the whole model (global quality), but also assess

the quality on a residue level (local quality) [69]. This helps to distinguish
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potentially more reliable regions in the model, that could be used for further

studies, from regions where the model is likely to be wrong.

Single model methods, as in [70], evaluate one model at a time and their

score is independent of all other models that were created for the same target.

This has the advantage that such methods can also be applied if only one model

has been predicted.

Consensus methods on the other hand are based on an all-against-all com-

parison and clustering of the models for one target [71]. The idea behind

consensus methods is that if the structure prediction method has converged

towards a stable native-like conformation, then there should be a cluster of

similar models. It has been shown that the model most similar to the others is

among the most accurate models. Consensus methods however, need a certain

minimum amount of models to be applicable and can not be used if there are

too few. If there are enough models then these methods used to outperform

single model methods. Only recently with the advancement in deep learning,

single model methods could match the performance of consensus methods.

There are also quasi-single methods that assess one model at a time, but

generate an ensemble of conformations for each of them [72]. A consensus

method can then be applied even though the input consisted of only a single

model.

Meta methods, or mixed methods, apply a combination of several (quasi-)

single and consensus methods in order to further increase performance.
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4. Residue-residue contact

prediction

Driven by the exponential growth of sequence databases, amino-acid contact

prediction methods have in recent years undergone a substantial increase in

accuracy. This has rendered them invaluable as an intermediate step in protein

structure prediction. This chapter provides the reader with a perspective on the

progress in the field of contact prediction, while describing how Paper I and

Paper II fit into it.

A spatial contact between two amino acids in a protein is defined as one

atom in the first amino acid being closer than a certain distance threshold to

another atom in the second. A widely used contact definition is that both Cβ
atoms (Cα for glycine) of the amino-acid pair are within 8 Å of each other.

Commonly, contacts between residues that are close in sequence are excluded

since these arise from local interactions within secondary structural elements

and are of lesser importance to the overall fold of the protein. This sequence

separation threshold is often set to five, which means that there must be at least

five residues in-between those that form a spatial contact.

Given the sequence of a protein of length L, the aim of contact prediction is

to classify which of the L2 possible pairs of amino acids form a spatial contact

in the native structure of the protein.

4.1 Co-evolution

If a pair of amino acids is coupled and one of them is changed, it is likely that

the other amino acid accumulates a compensating substitution [73; 74]. In a

multiple sequence alignment, not only single columns might be conserved, but

also pairs of columns are correlated due to epistatic effects. A pair of cou-

pled amino acids is co-evolving. Reasons for coupling can be phylogenetic,

functional, or spatial through proximity in the protein structure [75; 76]. This

relationship between sequence and structure provides the basis for contact pre-

diction [77–79].
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Several correction and normalization schemes have been applied to pair-

wise measures to limit the influence of the first two problems [80; 81]. How-

ever, none of these successfully tackled the transitivity issue.

4.3 Direct coupling analysis

In 1999 it was discovered that a maximum entropy approach can be used to

distinguish between direct and indirect correlations in the alignment [82; 83].

It was then implemented for the first time in 2009 [84]. A similar approach has

independently been developed in terms of a Bayesian framework in 2008 [85].

However, this section will focus on the maximum entropy model as it is used

by most methods today. The resulting global model represents the joint prob-

ability of an aligned amino-acid sequence aaa = (a1, . . . ,aL) of length L, given a

set of parameters JJJ and hhh. The model takes the form of a Potts model which

belongs to the exponential family:

P(aaa|JJJ,hhh) = 1

Z
exp

(
L

∑
i=1

hi(ai)+ ∑
1≤i< j≤L

Ji j(ai,a j)

)
,

with the coupling term Ji j(ai,a j) and the linear term hi(ai) as parameters

and the partition function Z as normalization constant. The overall procedure

in direct coupling analysis (DCA) is to fit the above model to an alignment

of amino-acid sequences such that it explains the observed single and pairwise

column frequencies. The coupling coefficients Ji j for every pair of positions i, j
in the alignment are then used to compute contact scores. It has been shown

in multiple studies that using the globally optimized Ji j instead of pairwise

frequencies fi j removes the transitive signal and drastically improves contact

prediction accuracy, Fig. 4.2 and [7; 52; 84; 86].

Accurately fitting the model is however not tractable since computing Z
involves summing over all possible sequences of length L. Therefore, the pa-

rameters JJJ and hhh must be approximated by heuristic methods. A number of

methods has been developed that use different approaches to estimate these

parameters. The message-passing approach used in [84] has been superseded

by a slightly more accurate and faster mean-field approximation [7]. Here Ji j

is directly computed from the inverted covariance matrix over the frequen-

cies f (ai) and f (ai,a j). A related approach has been used in the PSICOV

method where the covariance matrix inversion is achieved with a graphical

Lasso method [86]. So far using pseudo-likelihood maximization (plmDCA)

to infer the model directly from the input alignment has proven to be the

most accurate approach [52]. This is computationally more expensive, but the

method has been further optimized to reduce the computational demand [88].
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bining results from several DCA and MI-based methods using iterative pattern

recognition [Paper II], Fig. 4.3, or neural networks and deep learning [98; 99].

This increases the utility of modern contact prediction methods far beyond

what is possible with DCA alone.
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5. Contacts in template-free

protein structure prediction

Until the arrival of highly accurate contact prediction methods, template free

modeling only had limited success. However, even using restraints from con-

tact prediction, it is necessary to efficiently sample the enormous search space

of possible conformations for a given protein.

This chapter highlights two contrasting approaches to include predicted

contacts in tertiary structure prediction. The first one has been used in Pa-

per III and the second in Paper IV. Furthermore, it will give an overview on

our participation in the CASP experiment and how predicted contacts are now

becoming an essential part of template-free modeling.

5.1 Fragment-based

Fragment-based methods are not trying to simulate the real folding process.

In order to reduce the search space, information from experimentally solved

structures is used although there is no template structure available.

Fragment-based methods use short windows of the sequence to search for

segments of similar amino acid or secondary structure composition in known

structures [100]. This is based on the assumption that there will be local struc-

tural preferences among those segments. These structural segments are re-

ferred to as fragments. The idea is to sample the known local conformational

space for local parts of the sequence and to find the global conformations with

lowest energy. This may then reveal conformations close to the native struc-

ture.

Rosetta [101] is the most widely used method for fragment assembly. It has

been successfully applied to a wide range of target proteins and constantly per-

forms among the best methods in global benchmarks, see Section 5.3. Rosetta

starts from an initial conformation, for example an extended chain, and iter-

atively replaces the local conformations with those of short fragments of de-

fault lengths of 3 and 9 amino acids, Fig. 5.1. Each perturbation is scored

by an energy function and accepted if it meets certain criteria. In Rosetta,

this fragment replacement is performed stochastically based on a Monte-Carlo
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set of predicted contacts can be used to restrain the Cβ atoms of the protein

chain to a certain distance range. An additional energy term evaluates the dis-

tances observed in the current conformation and scores them against the given

restraints. In PconsFold [Paper III], we used a smoothed square well function

to induce a bonus on restraints that are fulfilled. In this way large penalties

on unfulfilled restraints are avoided, taking into account that there are possibly

false positives among the supplied contacts. Using restraints strongly restricts

the conformational search and leads to faster convergence towards models that

fulfill the restraints. If these resemble contacts of the native structure, as it is

the case with accurately predicted contacts, the models also converge much

faster towards the native conformation [Paper III]. However, still considerable

sampling is needed, in particular for larger proteins.

Predicted contacts can also be used to search for (partial) template struc-

tures that could not be identified from sequence comparison alone [103]. Rosetta

is also able to hybridize models from several templates [104]. Given enough

resources, a combination of this approach with contact guided fragment-based

structure prediction using Rosetta has proven to be highly accurate. Several

novel folds have been discovered, some of which were later verified by exper-

imental structure determination [103].

5.2 Distance geometry-based

In molecular distance geometry, the three dimensional atom coordinates of a

protein are represented by their pairwise distances alone [105]. Let the set of

edges E in an undirected graph G= (V,E) represent distances between vertices

V in euclidean space by the function d : E→ IR+. The central problem in three-

dimensional distance geometry is to find a function x : V → IR3 such that:

∀{u,v} ∈ E,‖x(u)− x(v)‖= d({u,v})
A solution to the distance geometry problem leads to an embedding of a set

of atoms in three-dimensional space, given only the distances between them.

The template-based structure prediction program Modeller for example

uses this approach [106]. It generates distance restraints based on the sequence

alignment between template and target and the coordinates of the template

structure. The model for the target is then calculated by satisfying these re-

straints.

The Crystallography & NMR System (CNS) [107] is a software suite mainly

used in X-ray and NMR structure determination to compute atomistic models,

given experimental input data. Protocols are provided for the different tasks,

which are interpreted and executed by the CNS core program [108]. It has been
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shown that the protocol, normally used for distance restraints from NMR, can

be applied to predicted contacts to produce accurate models [8; 109]. This pro-

tocol uses a combination of distance geometry and simulated annealing to fold

a protein starting from its extended chain. Predicted contacts are given as lower

and upper bounds for the distances between the two Cβ atoms of amino-acid

pairs, predicted to be in contact. One atom from the list of restrained atoms is

selected as a root atom and the distance to a second atom is fixed to a random

value that lies between the bounds. Based on this fixed distance the upper and

lower bounds to all other atoms are adjusted such that the triangle inequality

remains fulfilled. This is repeated until the distances between the root atom

and all other atoms have been set and until every atom has been selected as

a root atom. Once all distances have been fixed they are embedded back into

coordinates [110]. The resulting model is then further refined by energy mini-

mization using several steps of simulated annealing [111]. The whole process

is usually repeated multiple times to ensure sufficient sampling which results

in a set of models that can be ranked by their CNS energy scores or model

quality assessment tools [Paper IV]. One advantage of CNS over Rosetta is

that it is fast and thus more appropriate for large-scale studies [Paper IV].

5.3 The CASP experiment

The experiment on the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Struc-

ture Prediction (CASP) is held biennially since 1994 [112]. The goal of CASP

is to provide an objective benchmark of methods in the field of protein struc-

ture prediction. The experiment starts with the organizers collecting prediction

targets. These are supplied by research groups all over the world working on

experimental structure determination. The target sequence is provided to the

organizers before the structure is determined or published. The CASP organiz-

ers then make the sequence available to the predictors. These have a fixed time

limit during which predictions are made and handed back to the organizers.

After the prediction phase has finished and models for all targets have been

collected, the predictions are assessed by independent assessors. In the end

of the experiment, the assessors present their findings and official rankings to

the community. Neither the organizers nor the assessors are allowed to partic-

ipate in the prediction process and the blind nature of the experiment ensures

objectivity.

There are different prediction categories in CASP that also changed over

time. For example in the most recent experiment, CASP12, there were seven

categories: contact prediction, topology (template-free) and template-based

structure prediction, refinement, data assisted structure prediction, assembly

of complexes, model accuracy, and prediction of biological relevance. We
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pipelines. The accuracy of the top-ranked structure predictions was generally

higher than in any previous CASP. In the contact prediction category, RaptorX-

Contact, which is based on ultra-deep neural networks, was ranked first by a

significant margin. PconsC3 ranked 6th out of 34 participating groups in the

total F1 score ranking. The key problem we noticed was that other methods

were better at predicting the propensity of two residues being in contact. An

interesting prediction has been target T0872, where the combination of Pcons-

Fold and PconsC3 was able to produce one of the overall best models, without

using a template structure even though it was available, Fig. 5.2. Whether

this can be attributed to fragments that resembled the template structure or the

accurate contact prediction remains to be investigated.
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6. Summary of papers

6.1 Improved contact predictions using the recognition of

protein like contact patterns. (Paper I)

Contacts between amino acids of proteins are not randomly distributed. Based

on interactions between secondary structural elements, such as helix-helix

packing or beta-sheets, contacts appear mostly in distinct patterns. This can be

measured by a small two dimensional window around each possible contact.

If two amino acids in the center of a window are in close vicinity, it is much

more likely that neighboring residue pairs form contacts as well. Whereas, if

the central residue pair does not form a contact fewer contacts are observed

around it.

We leveraged this observation to construct a method, PconsC2, that recog-

nizes such patterns. Given a set of predicted contact maps, secondary structure

predictions and additional features, PconsC2 first combines these features into

a consensus contact map. Then for each possible contact a window of neigh-

boring residue pairs is taken into account to predict the propensity of the central

pair being in contact. This step is repeated iteratively by using the output from

the previous step as input for the following.

In a benchmark on several datasets PconsC2 increases the precision of con-

tact prediction significantly over the best available methods at that time. It fur-

ther helps to increase the accuracy of predicted protein structures. The bench-

mark also showed that there is a strong dependency between the precision of

both DCA and consensus methods and the size of the underlying protein fam-

ily. Larger families result on average in more accurate contact maps. Methods

not using DCA however do not show this strong dependency. Although such

methods do not perform as well on large families they tend to be more accurate

than DCA on small families.
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6.2 Predicting accurate contacts in thousands of Pfam do-

main families using PconsC3. (Paper II)

Protein families with known structures tend to be significantly larger than fam-

ilies where there is no structural information available. However, the latter are

ultimately the cases where contact and structure prediction add in practice the

greatest value. The quality of contact maps predicted by DCA depends on the

size of the underlying protein family, thus limiting the potential usefulness of

such contact prediction methods.

In order to resolve this dilemma and to increase the applicability of contact

prediction to smaller families we developed PconsC3. Similar to the previous

version we use random forests and a window to recognize patterns of interact-

ing secondary structural elements. Instead of relying on DCA input contact

predictions only we include another method that is less dependent on family

size. To enable larger-scale studies we reduce runtime by only using a single

alignment as input.

Benchmarks show that PconsC3 contact maps are significantly more accu-

rate than those of PconsC2 despite only relying on a single alignment. Overall

it performs similarly well compared to competing methods, ranked among the

top five predictors in CASP12. We could further show that the improved con-

tact maps for small families also improve predicted structures. We then applied

PconsC3 to all known Pfam domain families and estimated that we are able to

predict accurate contact maps for almost half of the families that do not have a

known structure.

6.3 PconsFold: improved contact predictions improve pro-

tein models. (Paper III)

Methods for amino-acid contact prediction have gained a lot in performance.

The goal of such improvements should be more accurate predicted structures

based on such contacts. Moreover, although there existed many contact pre-

diction methods at the time, only a few have been incorporated into folding

protocols that are available and can easily be applied.

In this paper we investigated whether this is true by developing a pipeline

for contact based protein structure prediction, PconsFold. We tested it with

contacts predicted by different methods. PconsFold is based on a Rosetta fold-

ing protocol and available on GitHub. We further compared PconsFold with

EVfold, which uses CNS instead of Rosetta.

By using contact predictions to restrain the folding space, we could sig-

nificantly increase the accuracy of predicted structures, compared to using
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the Rosetta folding protocol without contacts. Using more accurate contacts

also improved the quality of predicted structures. Results further indicate that

structure prediction of alpha helical proteins is easier compared to beta-sheet

containing ones, although predicted contacts are more accurate for the latter.

Finally the comparison to EVfold reveals that both achieve similar global ac-

curacies. Rosetta models tend to be more accurate in local chemistry, with

fewer clashes and better backbone dihedral angles.

6.4 Large-scale structure prediction by improved contact

predictions and model quality assessment. (Paper IV)

Roughly half of all Pfam domain families do not have a representative structure

in the PDB nor can they be predicted by homology modeling. However, many

of them do have enough members such that modern contact prediction methods

should be able to produce accurate results.

The aim of this study is to predict structural models for all Pfam families

and then based on model quality assessment decide whether the prediction is

accurate or not. This needs to be done as reliably as possible for families of

unknown structure. Therefore, we first used a subset of families with known

structure to estimate the false positive rate of different model quality assess-

ment methods in predicting whether a given model is accurate or not. We could

then apply the resulting score cutoffs to the families of unknown structure.

This resulted in an estimated total of over 558 Pfam families of previously

unknown structure for which we predict the model to be accurate. When com-

pared to a recent study that included Metagenomics data, we saw that only 143

families have been predicted by both studies and that the models tend to agree

with each other.
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7. Conclusion and outlook

Amino-acid contact prediction has improved dramatically over the last few

years. Applying a global statistical model and thereby resolving transitivity

issues has been the key step towards better contact prediction methods. Based

on these contacts, machine learning approaches can further improve accuracy.

The state-of-the-art contact prediction methods PconsC2 and PconsC3 have

been developed in the scope of this thesis. PconsC2 is able to recognize pat-

terns of interacting secondary structural elements and PconsC3 additionally

improves contact map quality on smaller protein families. We observed dur-

ing the most recent CASP experiment in 2016, CASP12, that although the

top-ranked contacts predicted by PconsC3 are highly accurate, actual contact

scores can further be improved. Methods using deep neural networks per-

formed better in estimating contact propensities. So the obvious continuation

for PconsC3 would be to change the underlying machine learning model from

layered random forests to using deep neural networks.

There has been highly promising work in using full Ji j coupling matri-

ces, the "raw" output from DCA, directly as input to a neural network [115].

According to the study, the method slightly outperforms MetaPSICOV [98]

that, according to Paper II, performs similarly well as PconsC3. However, in

contrast to PconsC3 or MetaPSICOV, this method does not use any additional

input features, such as secondary structure or solvent accessibility predictions.

Perhaps further improvements could be made by integrating an approach as

in [115] into a meta predictor setting.

However, even with the latest contact prediction methods, predicting accu-

rate contact maps and thus structures remains difficult for many protein fami-

lies, because still not enough member protein sequences are found in Uniprot.

Future research can further exploit the tendency of contact predictions be-

ing more accurate for larger protein families. Thousands of metagenomics

projects from all over the world resulted in a massive increase in available

sequence data, and are likely to continue to do so for the foreseeable future.

This data is, up to now, mostly deposited as short nucleotide reads. When it is

assembled and translated into protein sequences it can be used to extend our

current databases. Some families that are strongly underrepresented in Uniprot

are among the largest families being found in metagenomic sequencing data, as

could be observed in a recent study [103]. This approach seems very promis-
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ing and we are currently investigating to which extent methods like PconsC3

could benefit from it.

Using improved contact predictions as restraints helps in template-free pro-

tein structure prediction and has become a standard technique by now. It en-

ables accurate predictions for families that have not been possible before.

Still many questions remain to be solved. For example it is unclear how

contacts should be selected and how they are utilized in the best possible way.

It could help to base distance thresholds directly on predicted contact propen-

sities, or to only select contacts predicted to be accurate. From what we have

observed so far, neither approach seems to lead to significant improvements

on average. Further research is needed to investigate whether more accurately

predicted propensities or predicted distances could help. We are also exploring

how data on contact scores and corresponding distances in native structures can

be used in a Bayesian framework to guide the folding of simplified backbone

traces.

Predicted contacts are not only helpful for model generation but can be

used in many other steps within protein structure prediction. So far we have

also used them in model selection and quality assessment [Paper IV]. Due to

the fact that contacts are structural features, they are more conserved than se-

quences and can thus help identifying remote templates [103]. This might

enable homology modeling in cases where templates can not be identified by

sequence information alone. Furthermore, predicted structural representatives

for protein families might be used as template structures to model the remain-

ing family members. This could reveal structural information for hundreds of

thousands of proteins for which there is none available at the moment.

Techniques in experimental structure determination also benefit from ac-

curately predicted contacts and models. In NMR the couplings can serve as

an additional signal and improve the quality of resulting structures [116]. In

X-ray crystallography, models from contact-based structure prediction can be

used to solve the phase problem [117].

Disordered proteins do not have a fixed structure, but they can assume

specific structural states when interacting with other molecules. It could be

shown that these states can be identified by DCA-based contact prediction,

revealing possible folds that have not been observed before [118].

The application of contact prediction using global statistical models ex-

tends far beyond tertiary protein structure prediction. When combining the

alignments of two protein families, contacts on the interface can be detected,

serving as restraints for protein-protein docking [84; 119; 120]. It can also

be applied on a nucleotide level, where contacts in RNA molecules can be in-

ferred and used to predict tertiary structures of RNA [121]. Combining the

alignments with those of protein coding genes reveals protein-RNA interac-
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tions [122]. In a recent large scale study DCA has been used to detect epistatic

effects on a nucleotide level between genes of streptococcus bacteria, where

whole genome alignments served as input [123]. The resulting network re-

vealed strong couplings between genes related to antibiotic resistance, facili-

tating the identification of novel drug targets.

Although methods like PconsC3 have been developed specifically for pre-

dicting intra-protein contacts, they might also be able to improve contact pre-

dictions in these other applications. Signals of contacts on the interface are

usually weaker than internal contacts, because these interactions are often tran-

sient and possibly more flexible. Training a method similar to PconsC3 on a

dataset of protein-protein or protein-RNA interactions could for example help

to recognize and enhance the signal of interface contacts.
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Sammanfattning

Trots den grundläggande vikten av experimentell proteinstrukturbestämning så

är beräkningsmetoder av avgörande betydelse för att överbrygga det allt stör-

re gapet mellan tillgänglig proteinsekvens och strukturdata. Gängse metoder

för strukturförutsägelser är beroende av experimentell data, vilket inte finns

tillgängligt för omkring hälften av de kända proteinfamiljerna.

De senaste framstegen inom aminosyre-kontakförutsägelse har revolutio-

nerat fältet för proteinstrukturbestämning. Dessa kontakter kan användas för

att styra utan mall strukturbestämning som inte är beroende av experimentellt

bestämda strukturer av homologa proteiner. Sådana metoder kan nu skapa ex-

akta modeller för ett brett spektrum av proteinfamiljer.

Vi lanserade först PconsC2, en ny metod som förbättrade befintliga meto-

der för förutsägelse av kontakter genom att känna igen interna kontaktmönster

och brusreduktion. Ett inneboende problem vid kontaktprediktion baserad på

maximal entropi är att det krävs stora upplinjeringar med över 1000 effektiva

sekvenser för att kunna erhålla korrekta kontakter. Sådana är dock inte till-

gängliga för mer än 80% av alla proteinfamiljer som inte har en representativ

struktur i PDB. Med PconsC3 kunde vi utöka användningsområdet av kon-

taktprediktion till familjer som var så små som 100 effektiva sekvenser genom

att kombinera globala inferensmetoder med maskininlärning baserat på lokala

parvisa mått.

Genom att utveckla PconsFold, en pipeline för kontaktbaserad struktur för-

utsägelse, kunde vi visa att förbättringar i kontakt-prediktions-noggrannheten

leder till mer korrekta modeller. Slutligen tillämpade vi en liknande teknik på

Pfam, en omfattande databas med kända proteinfamiljer. Förutom att använda

ett snabbare protokoll för väckning använde vi modell-kvalitets-bedömnings-

metoder, vilket var avgörande för uppskattning av konfidensen för noggrann-

heten av förutsagda modeller. Vi föreslår att modellerna är korrekta för 558

familjer som inte har en känd struktur representerad, av vilka mer än 75% inte

har rapporterats tidigare.
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